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Abstract-Companies and recruitment agencies required to 
go through tons of Curriculum Vitae every day to find 
suitable candidates, which is inefficient if done manually 
by a recruiter. In this paper, an automatic system is 
proposed for the selection of best candidate.   This 
proposed model can take out all the vital information 
from the unstructured curricula vitae and transform them 
into the structured format. It will also allow recruiters to 
filter and search for only relevant data within the 
structured curricula vitae. This proposed model uses 
different techniques of data extraction, natural language 
processing and named entity recognition for converting 
unstructured information into the structured information.

keywords: Information Extraction; Natural Language 
Processing; Filtering unstructured Curriculum Vitae; 
Named Entity Recognition.

INTRODUCTION
Natural Language Processing (NLP) is a subfield of Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) which focuses on spoken and written words 
in human language [1]. In recent years different NLP 
techniques such as rule-based, statistical or Artificial Neural 
Network (ANN) including deep learning are used for natural 
language processing. The increase in data generation has 
changed the way we have been dealing with data, data have 
been always the most important thing in every field in our 
lives for making better decisions [2], and increasing the 
efficiency and effectiveness of data is very popular and the 
contributions in this field have increased vastly [3]. In this 
paper, the idea is to make hiring process easier for recruiters. 
The problem is to cater the amount of unrelated data, the 
difference in formats and file type in different Curricula Vitae 
(CVs) to find suitable candidates. This proposed model 
process bulk amounts of data in the CVs and convert the 
details into one simple format by using Named Entity 
Relationship (NER). NER is a technique for classifying 
words, phrases from human language. NER performs what is 

known as surface parsing, which helps the machine to answer 
questions like Who, Where, When [4]. NER systems help 
machine recognize different entities, events, relationships [5]. 
The first generation of NER system rely on predefine 
linguistic rules and patterns [6]. In second generation, 
introduction of Conditional Random Fields (CRF) and Hidden 
Markov Models (HMM) machine learning algorithms used to 
learn patterns and features from labeled data [7]. In third 
generation, deep learning models such as Recurrent Neural 
Networks (RNNs), Long Short-Term Memory networks 
(LSTMs), and Transformers used for NER tasks [8]. Lately 
with new era of transformer, fine-tuned pre-trained language 
models like Bidirectional Encoder Representations from 
Transformers (BERT) [9] proposed by Google AI team and 
Generative Pre-trained Transformer (GPT) has become a talk 
of the NLP domain.

In this paper, the proposed system of Curricula Vitae (CV) 
information extraction enables the extraction of relevant 
information from CVs which have unstructured format [10] 
and change it to structured information. The method is also 
known as Information Extraction (IE) [11]. Information or 
data extraction is to find and organize data from unstructured 
or semi-organized content [12]. This paper focuses on 
managing the data stacked from CVs and converting them to 
a format that can be use when required. To achieve this task, 
the proposed model starts from scratch, which involves 
converting documents to JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) 
[13] format. And then apply filtering which enables the 
opportunity for the most deserving candidates to get selected. 
To extract information spaCy library is used. It is an industrial-
strength Natural Language Processor [14]. The library spaCy 
v2 uses the Convolutional Neural Network model, to have 
better accuracy with fewer resources [14, 15]. After data 
extraction, filtering of CVs can be achieved by changing the 
data in the lightweight data format [16] that can be easily 
filtered as per requirement. For example, if a recruiter wants 
to see the CVs with some special requirements, he/she won’t 
have to go through each and every CV. He/she will only look 
through CVs which has required field(s). 

BACKGROUND RESEARCH
Parsing human understandable language is related to the field 
of NLP. NLP is the study of how a computer can understand 
human language [17]. NLP helps computers to understand 
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and analyze the meaning from the human language [18]. CV 
Parsing is a challenge in NLP technique because the 
documents consist of a mixture of semi-structured and 
freeform text with variance in the data [19].

In [10], text data mining is discussed, as a process of analyzing 
text to extract information that is useful for specific purposes. 
It enables unstructured text data for analysis [18, 20]. Text 
Mining is the extraction of information from text [21] that 
tries to find patterns from large datasets. Mining text data 
introduces an importance of the text analytic field of study 
and is contributed by international researchers and 
practitioners [22]. It includes structuring of input using text 
mining which deals with text data that are inherently 
unstructured [19]. Text mining is also known as Intelligent 
Text Analysis [23].  There are a few NER frameworks on the 
planet. For example, GATE, CRFClassifier, OpenNLP and 
Stanford NLP [40

It is advent due to advancement in computing power, ANN is 
likely to be used in NLP and will become more widespread in 
different fields. In recent years, this can be seen in the shape 
of ChatGPT [24] which allows human-like conversations 
using chatbot. Dall.E 2 [25] is an AI system that uses natural 
language and create an realistic image and Whisper [26] is a 
pre-trained based on encoder-decoder transformer architecture 
which can be used to automatically recognized human speech. 
Information extraction from different sources is the key to 
natural language processing. In other domain, extracting 
relevant information from patients’ clinical note is discussed 
a method to complete the questionnaire [27]. Building of gene 
bank from knowledge graph was proposed that will 
automatically integrate multi-sourced with different 
characteristics retired mechanical product information [28]. 
An innovative approach [29] of Generative Pre-Trained 
Transformer 4 (GPT-4) [24] is used to automate transformation 
of a large and diverse dataset of radiology reports while 
complying standards. [30] outlines CIAD’s approach to 
Named Entity Recognition (NER) handle classification task 
using two approaches namely Bidirectional Encoder 
Representations from Transformers (BERT) models and a 
Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) to connect words with 
same content to build graph. In [31], comprehensive overview 
for information extraction is discussed. Information from 
invoices such as proof of purchase, transaction date, etc. 
Curricula Vitae (CVs) Parsing represents an intriguing test to 
current NLP procedures, on the grounds that the CV archives 
comprise of a blend of semi-organized and free shape content 
with difference in the information [32]. 

In [33], information extraction is discussed that the extraction 
of relevant information from unstructured CVs format and 
change it into structured. This process of CV information 
extraction is also discussed in [34]. The parsing of CVs text 
and convert it into structured is discussed in [10]. Different 

types of methods used in CV information extraction are also 
discussed in [10]. Named-entity-based information extraction 
method identify certain words present in phrases. Rule-based 
information extraction is based on grammatical rules for 
identification of information. [33] discussed the learning-
based classification algorithms for the extraction of 
information from a document. In [35], resume overloading 
problem is discussed. In [36], Part Of Speech (POS) tagging 
is used for parsing, so if there is a noun tag then that will be a 
name, relating it to the context it can be identified of what this 
name can be. For example, [37] checks tag with a noun. With 
prefix or postfix of the University, therefore University names 
can be found in a document. [38] uses approach of applying 
grammar induced extraction patterns on Wikipedia corpus to 
extract relations between named entities. 

In this paper, unstructured curricula vitae are processed and 
transform into structured data. The proposed model uses data 
extraction technique, natural language processing and named 
entity recognition for processing and conversion. This paper 
proposes an information extraction tool especially designs for 
recruiters for profiling and better analysis of candidates. Its 
primary task is automatically extracting structured information 
of the candidate from different unstructured text format CV 
(i.e. docx, pdf, odt, etc.) written in plain English.

METHODOLOGY
Companies and hiring agencies receive thousands of CVs 
from job applicants every day. Extracting information from 
CVs with high precision is not an easy task [37]. This is 
because they vary in types of information, their order, writing 
style, etc. This also means that the CVs received are written in 
various formats like ‘.txt’, ‘.pdf’, ‘.doc’, ‘.docx’, ‘.dot’, ‘.rtf’ 
etc [33]. In the manual scan of the CV, a recruiter looks for 
educational qualifications, work experience, job titles, and 
other personal information. Extracting this information from 
CVs is required which is largely based on recruiter 
requirements and also used for filtering CVs. 

First, the proposed system collects CVs of all the candidates 
and save it in the mail box (i.e. database) of respective 
recruiter. All the collected CVs are then sent to the deployment 
server for processing. Deployment server is the main 
processing unit. It consists of two parts: 

handling of unstructured data to be transformed in structured 
data, 
finding relevant information such as name, email address, 
phone etc. of the candidates. Figure 1 shows the complete 
architecture of the proposed system. 
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Figure 1: System flow diagram of the proposed model

The proposed model for processing of data is divided in two 
steps.
a) Conversion of unstructured data into simple text.
b) Identifying relevant entities.

a) Conversion of unstructured CV data into simple text:
The data from CVs are converted into a simple text format by 
using Apache Tika [39]. Then the CV is segmented in the 
different section [40] and related information such as personal 
details like name, email, phone etc. are handled which are 
shown in Table 1. 

b) Identifying relevant entities:
To identify the relevant entities, spaCy v2 library is used. It 
works best for extracting information from computer science 
and software engineering CVs [36, 41]. Figure 2 shows the 

highlighted text results. 

Figure. 2: Shows highlighted text entities in the sample CV

This highlighted text are the different fields that should be 
extracted and recognized. Entities are extracted and identified 
by the proposed trained NER model, where each entity 
extracted is separated as per requirement shown in Figure 3, 
each entity is extracted by the proposed model and very few 
of them are not identified.

Figure. 3: Entities are shown that are extracted and identified

In the final stage, JSON formatted data [13], [42] from the 
entities are generated. This will be filtered and stored in the 
structured database according the fields shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Segment and sub-segments that are extracted from the 
unstructured CV

Segments Sub-Segments

Personal Details
Name
Email

Phone no

Experience
Job Title
Company
Duration

Education
Institute

Major/degree

Skills Skills

RESULTS
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In this proposed system, dataset shown in Table 2 is used. The 
training dataset is of 64% of total dataset and for testing 
purpose we use 36% of total dataset. The proposed model 
needs to be trained that will find the entities in the documents. 
After training the achieved the results can be seen in Figure 4, 
which shows that after 81 iterations the losses are reduced to 
minimal. The percentage of misses at the beginning of the 
model training was very high and after completion of training 
it reduced to 0.15% using training dataset. This value is 
calculated using the following eq.

Table 2: Shows the distribution of dataset

Data Distribution No of CVs Percentage
Training Dataset 56 64%
Testing Dataset 32 36%

Total 88 100%

Figure. 4: Shows the misses of the entities while training

Table 3: Shows the sensitivity and precision for all extracted Entities

Entities Values Results

Institutes

True Positive = 47
False Positive = 5
False Negative = 7

True Negative = 4839

Sensitivity = 87%

Precision = 90%

Major 

True Positive = 73
False Positive = 3
False Negative = 8

True Negative = 4814

Sensitivity = 90%

Precision = 96%

Company 

True Positive = 34
False Positive = 18
False Negative = 11

True Negative = 4835

Sensitivity = 75%

Precision = 65%

Experience

True Positive = 16
False Positive = 24
False Negative = 6

True Negative = 4856

Sensitivity = 72%

Precision = 40%

Job Title

True Positive = 48
False Positive = 16
False Negative =15

True Negative =4819

Sensitivity = 76%

Precision = 75%

 Skills

True Positive = 298
False Positive = 54
False Negative =41

True Negative = 4505

Sensitivity = 87%

Precision =84%

The precision and the sensitivity is calculated by using 
confusion matrix [43], [44] and shown in Table 3. The results 
can be visualized in the Figure 5. In this Figure 5, statistics 
can be visualized and compared to different entities that are 
extracted from the CVs using the proposed NER model. The 
results for entity ”Major” is better than the results of entity 
”Experience”. In Figure 6, it can be seen that as the scopes of 
entities while training and testing were similar, good 
prediction results can be achieved. This can be seen in Figure 
6, where ”Major” field is showing good results. When entity 
”Experience” prediction results are compared, the results are 
not good. This is due to training issue as in training the model 
pick dates for both ”Experience” and ”Education” as dates for 
one entity. This confuses the learning algorithm to differentiate 
between the two different entities, resulting in reduced 
predictions. The results of this experiment are shown in 
Figure 7.

Figure 5: Shows comparison of testing results
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Figure 6: Prediction for ”Major” entity

Figure 7: Prediction for “Experience” entity

Figure 8: Accuracy of predicted entities 

The comparison of the total number of entities in the testing 
dataset and the total number of correct predictions of each 
entity field from the testing dataset is shown in the Table 4. 
Figure 8 shows the graphical representation of Table 4, 
focusing on the overall accuracy of the extracted field using 
the proposed model.

Table 4: Shows the accuracy of prediction

Field  Total in
Field

 Total
Found Accuracy

Institutes 52 47 90%
Major 76 73 96%

Company 52 34 65%
Experience 40 16 40%

Job Title 54 48 88%
Skills 352 298 84%

The results are generated in JSON format and are shown in 
Figure 9 after extraction of all required entities. All the 
segments (i.e. Personnel Details, Experience, Education and 
Skills) and their sub-segment (i.e. Name, Email, Phone no., 
Job Tile, Company, Domain, Institute, Major/degree, and 
Skills) are extracted and stored with different key value. 
Note, if the NER model failed to extract the experience from 
sub attribute. The result shows a miss match and the not 
found entities will be replaced with ”Null” value.

Figure 9: Extracted fields in the JSON format
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Figure 10: Graphical User Interface for Recruiters

A complete web application is developed for this proposed 
system. In Figure 10, a Graphical User Interface (GUI) for the 
recruiter is shown. In this web-application, the recruiter can 
see the relevant tags that exists in the CVs and used them for 
filtering the candidate with required entities/fields. 

CONCLUSION
While training the proposed model it was observed that there 
is not much difference in the model error reduction after the 
80th iteration as shown in the Figure 4. This process takes a 
good amount of time, therefore training time can be reduced 
to half the numbers of iterations for fairly similar results. In 
future, it can be made a lot better with better training. At this 
time the process is working fine with good results except for 
the entity ”Experiences” where most of the dates are marked 
as the experience entity which is not correct. In CVs there are 
date periods for entity ”Education” is also provided so the 
model also extracts those dates as ”Experience”. To resolve 
this issue, the proposed model uses regular expression 
method.

This proposed system provides an effective and efficient 
recruiting method. By providing a way of parsing through 
tons of CVs for finding the required candidates that may have 
been missed if parsed the CVs manually.
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